A. 0.5 pts. each; 4 pts.
1. living 3. creating 5. not to waste 7. to understand
2. to imagine 4. to conserve 6. following 8. To avoid

B. 1.5 pts. each; 6 pts.
1. her father would rather she did her homework first
2. them to come to the party
3. If Carol didn’t spend too much time playing computer games, she would always be able to finish her homework.
4. scientists will have invented flying cars
   flying cars will have been invented (by scientists)

C. 0.5 pts. each; 10 pts.
1. d 5. a 9. c 13. d 17.d
2. a 6. a 10.d 14.b 18.b
3. c 7. b 11.b 15.a 19.a
4. d 8. c 12. a 16. b 20. c

READING SECTION (40 pts.)
VOCABULARY SECTION (9 pts.)
PART A. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
1. scientists 3. multinational/international
2. undernourished/malnourished 4. responsibility

PART B. (0.5 pts. each; 5 pts.)
1. adequate 6. intensifying
2. contaminated 7. precautions
3. obtain 8. awareness
4. efficient 9. achievement
5. emissions 10. participate

LOGICAL SEQUENCE (1.5 pts. each; 6 pts.)
1. c 2. d 3. a 4. d

TEXT I (13 pts.)
PART A. (2 pts. each; 6 pts.)
1. They used (only) what they needed (from the natural environment in order to survive)
   By using (only) what they needed (from the natural environment in order to survive)
2. When Europeans/European settlers/the new settlers arrived/came
   With the arrival of the new/European settlers
3. To manage the parks more effectively

PART B. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
1. management 4. (a few) roads
2. wasn’t protected 5. hunt
3. the (U.S.) Army
PART C. (2 pts.)
1. c

TEXT II (12 pts.)

PART A. (2 pts. each; 10 pts.)

1. In/By the mid 1980’s
   After the feminist movements in the 1970s

2. (Because) males/they (usually) don't receive enough guidance and academic support (and therefore lose interest in higher education)

3. Because these jobs (often) don't require a four-year degree from a university but still promise good salaries

4. No. Because there are still fewer females in these departments/ departments such as math, engineering, science and computers

5. Some schools/they have modified their enrollment policies, sending out extra mailings to boys
   Some schools have formed partnerships with male guidance groups to encourage younger students to aim for college
   Some schools have started sending out extra mailings to boys

PART B. (1 pt. each; 2 pts.)
1. d 2. c

I. While-Listening Section (10 pts.)
   A. Statements (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)
      1. c 2. b 3. d
   
   B. Mini-talks (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)
      1. b 2. a 3. d
   
   C. Mini-lecture (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
      1. d 2. b 3. a 4. c

II. Listening and Note-Taking Section (10 pts.)
   A. (1 pt. each; 2 pts.)
      1. F 2. T
   
   B. 1. (in any order) (0.5 pts. each)
      a) Singapore
      b) (the) US/United States/USA/America
   
   2. Any three of the following: (1 pt. each)
      (Parents/They can)
      be interested in their children’s activities
      play games together with their children
      choose video games for them (which do not contain violence)
      talk to their children (about why certain video games are unsuitable)
      establish rules on how much time their children can play video games
      encourage their children to participate in other activities
   
   C. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
      1. relax
      2. creative
      3. (in any order) (0.5 pts. each) a) hands b) eyes
      4. (0.5 pts. each) a) focus b) plan

WRITING SECTION (20 pts.)
PART A. (5 pts.)
Please accept any other form of expression which comes to the same effect.
- One effect is that children may not develop interpersonal skills. That is, they cannot make personal friends easily, instead they form electronic friendships with their peers. Moreover, they may develop aggressive behavior if they play violent computer games too much.